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REPORT OH A 
VERTICAL MAGNETIC INTENSITY SURVEY

OF THE
J. MINOLETTI CLAIMS 
MATAWIN IRON RANOB, 

THUNDER BAY DISTRICT, ONTARIO
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INTRODUCTION

Daring the late fall and early winter of 19JJ6, a 

vertical magnetic intensity survey wad carried out on a group of 

claims comprising a part of toe eastern portion of the Matawin iron 

Range, Thunder Bay District, Ontario*

Sparse outcrops of iron formation occur at several 

locations north of the Matawin River about 3 miles downstrean from 

Shabaqua, a way station on toe Canadian National Railway line to 

Fort Frances, Most of these outcrops are located on toe north 

east side of a high hill, locally called Mount Baldy, at a distance 

of approximately one-half mile north of the river from the abandoned 

Reid farm.

The survey was carried out in order to determine toe 

extent of the iron formation horieons, and to evaluate toe possib 

ilities of economic deposits of magnetite within them.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property consists of a group of 23 unpatented mining
s

claims, numbered as followsi

T.B. 77073 - 76 inclusive
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T, B, 77#5 - 38 inclusive
T. B. 78091 - 9k Inclusive (U),

and T, B. 80302 (l) , recorded in the name of

J. Minolettl of Port Arthur*

The claims are located in Horne Township contiguous to the 

Matawin and Shebandowan rivers between mileages hi and JJl on the C. N. R. 

and lie mainly north and east, respectively, of the two rivers,

ACCESS

The man employed in this survey gained access to the claims 

by walking the tracks from Shabaqua, which is accessible by road 

from Highway 17.

PREVIOIff WORK

The area has received periodic attention since before the 

turn of the century, when many iron locations along the then 

Canadian Northern Railway were taken up by MacKenale and Mann. 

F. Hille, M. E,, working for the Department of Mines, published a 

report in 1908 on "The Examination of Sone Iron Ore Deposits in the 

Districts of Thunder Bay and Rainy River. 11 Hills 's report contained 

data on part of the area under discussion in this report.

The area was napped later by Dr. T. L. Tanton of the Geo 

logical Survey of Canada and the results published on the map of the 

Matawin Iron Range, Eastern Part, at a scale of one inch equals one 

mile In 1925.

In 19li5) Pickands Mather and Conpany optioned a group of 

claims owned by Andowan Mines Limited, and which now is the ground
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held by J. Minolettl, Pickands Mather drilled ten holes, four of 

which failed to reach ledge, on two cross sections. They also con 

ducted a limited dip needle survey to check a survey previously made 

by Andowan,

Early in 1953, the Ontario Department of Mines conducted 

an aerial magnetic survey over an area extending from Oreenwater 

Lake on the west to the Kaministiquia River on the east* This ffurvey 

indicated a sizeable anomaly of 6885 gammas in the southern half of 

the claim group.

Tj()POQMPHY

There are several large hills, one of which rises approxi 

mately 200 feet above the river. The topography ie generally rugged, 

but the ground ie flatter along the Matawin River in the southern part 

of the group,

The group is mainly well timbered with poplar, spruce, 

jaokpine, and some birch. The two highest hills are notably poorly 

timbered, and rock exposures are plentiful near their summits,

QEOLOQY

Observed outcrops indicate that west of the claim group 

is underlain by altered lavas or greenstone of Keewatin age, plus local 

bands of siliceous iron formation, presumably of the same age,

The greenstone outcrops abundantly and is composed mainly 

of dioritic and diabasic lavas* These rocks strike approximately 

N TO0 W, and dip from vertical to very steeply south.



The iron formation has a similar attitude as the greenstone. 

Exposures are small and limited in extent* However, one series of old 

trenches in claim T.B. 77075 indicate a width of iron formation of at 

least ninety feet. The iron formation is composed of separate bands 

of silica in the form of chert and jaspery plus iron-rich bands vith 

relatively little silica. Outcrops analyses range from 35*20# iron 

and iil.3U5S silica to Wi*85# iron and 33.32J& silica. However, the 

average iron content is raich less, probably in the neighbourhood of 

2{# to 30^ iron. Mille gives an improbable average grade of 51*8U# 

iron and 25*9^ silica.

SURVEY PROCEDURE

A base line was established easterly and westerly from the 

number one post of claim T.B. 77075* The line trends from the post 

in a direction S 6!je E for a distance of 5600 feet, and in a direction 

N 6k0 W for a distance of 3200 feet. It was then offset southwest 

along the 32 W cross line for 1200 feet. The base line was continued 

a further distance of 900 feet to station UlOOW. In addition, two 

short sub-base lines were cut. These were established at 25 H on line 

36 E (1*00 feet long to Uo E), and at 28 S on line k W (800 feet long 

to 12 W).

Gross lines were turned off at right angles to the base lines 

at four hundred feet intervals, and were out to the property boundaries* 

The main base line and sub-base lines here a combined length of 8900 

feet. The total length of the cross lines is 90,350 feet* Total of 

all lines is 99,2#) feet, or 18*8 miles.

L:^^^^;: '\--:--^^



Magnetic absolute vortical intensity readings were made on 

all lines at one hundred foot intervale using a Sharpe Model Dl-M 

magnetometer* Total nui-sber of stations read is 982. Station 

values on the accompanying map are shown in gammas divided by one 

hundred*

DISCUSSION OF SURVEY RESULTS

The magnetic survey indicates four anomalies which strike 

about K 800 W, The main anomaly is composed of two portions* 

The main portion has a maximum intensity of 25*500 ganaas, and 

indicates the iron formation band located by Hille. The shorter, 

narrower parallel portion has a maximum intensity of 29*900 gammas 

and is about 600 feet farther north* This latter could indicate a 

folded portion of the main band, rather than a separate one* The 

main anomaly commences in T.B, 77075 and strikes southeast for 

approximately 3300 feet, crossing T.B* 77076 and T* B* 80302 into 

T. B* 78091* The smaller portion is approximately 1700 feet long. 

A second anomaly, mainly in T. B. 77525* is on strike with the 

above magnetic zone, but is much weaker, with a naximn intensity 

of 13,100 gammas. This anomaly is approxiwately 1100 feet long 

and is separated from the raain magnetic Bone by a diBtanoe of 

1600 feet* Host of this intervening ground was not surveyed as it 

lies outside the claim group* However, the two eones do not appear 

to be joined, unless by a very narrow, and/or veak band of iron 

formation*
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In addition, two other anoraaliee indicate a third 

magnetic Eone. The larger of these anomalies, with a maximum 

intensity of 21,800 garanae and a length of 2200 feet, le located 

In T*B. 7707ii and T.B. 77#9. In addition, a email magnetic high 

of 11,000 gammas in the north-east part of T. B, 775*38 is on the sarae 

strike, and possibly extends the length to 2900 feet, although this 

is not likely. The second anomaly parallel to the first is located 

entirely in T. B, 77^71*, arid has a, laaximun intensity of 15,900 gammas 

and a length of 1200 feet. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RE(X)MMSEft)ATIONS

The four rain anomalies Indicated by the geonagnetio contours 

represent t?a*ee magnetic zones. Each of these eones probably represents 

several horizons or bands of iron formation. The magnetics suggest 

that the iron fornntion in discontinuous and lenticular, although in 

some places warbiirden way tend to lower the mgnetic intensity* 

Although the overburden ie widespread, it does not appear to be heavy*

The property should be mapped when conditions permit* 

Diamond drilling wiH be required? to thoroughly examine the extent and 

grade of the iron formation* Mount Baldy will necessitate the 

location of drill set-ups on the horth side of the main anomaly with 

the holes directed south-westerly. Small streams should supply awpla 

water for the job, if carried out during the summer nonths.

Respectfully submitted,

Port Arthur, Ontario 
April U, 1957
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